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SAP Integration and Extension Suites in a Nutshell
Why are the SAP Integration and Extension Suites Important:
Most large companies’ information technology systems are rigid and complex.
SAP has the experience to refine your landscape, as we overcame this problem ourselves following
numerous acquisitions, which led us to create a unique platform to simplify systems, so that our
customers can become more resilient, able to innovate
and adapt to change like a startup.
What are the Suites:
SAP Integration & Extension Suites are a set of
highly-engineered cloud services within the SAP Business
Technology Platform that reside on your favored
infrastructure cloud, allowing companies to better integrate
and easily extend core systems while ensuring security.
Key components include:
1. A comprehensive Integration Suite that features broad pre-developed content and connectors,
enabling an API-first approach to enterprise interoperability.
2. A comprehensive Extension Suite that helps companies become much more productive,
innovative, and able to achieve a bespoke fit with purchased enterprise applications.
3. Modular connectivity to leverage advanced technologies such as machine learning, artificial
intelligence, IoT, chatbots, and digital automation bots – and operationalize these capabilities
within business processes -- to enable greater productivity and business volumes.
SAP Suite Benefits:
●

Simplify your landscape – Overcome the complexity of your current enterprise systems by
abstracting the core and innovating on the edge.

●

Innovate 2x – 5x faster* – SAP Suites offer broad, reusable pre-developed content that can be
leveraged to deliver enterprise enhancements quickly.

●

Keep Core Systems Pristine – Leverage the Extension Suite to keep core software clean and
easily upgradeable, without a lot of customizations and technical debt.

●

Make the whole greater than the sum of the parts – the Integration Suite offers great integration
of SAP and non-SAP apps and data – and SAP supports those integrations – so that our
customers do not have to provide ongoing support.

●

Enables the era of the intelligent enterprise, connecting advanced technologies with business
processes so that ML, AI, and Chatbots make it into production use in a scalable manner.

●

Stay in sync with SAP engineering, leveraging SAP’s latest innovations and proven methods.
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* Actual results may vary, dependent on specific scenarios at each customer.

